We've learned a lot during the pandemic about the power of connection.

If someone is having a hard time in their relationship, you can be a lifeline.

There are lots of ways to stay connected. You can:

- Send a text without the expectation of getting something back.
- Set up a monthly phone call to check in.
- Drop off a treat, a meal, or a toy for the kids.
- Meet up for a coffee or a walk.
- Send a note that says, "I'm here for you."
- Share resources that you've found helpful.

Hi friend,

I'm here for you.

-me
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STAY CONNECTED WITH TEENS TOO!  
YOU CAN:

❤️ BE IN THE ROOM. SHARE SPACE WITHOUT AN AGENDA.

❤️ HAVE THEM TEACH YOU TO PLAY THEIR FAVORITE VIDEO GAME.

❤️ GO FOR A DRIVE AND LET THEM PICK THE MUSIC.

❤️ COOK TOGETHER.

❤️ TAKE A NEIGHBORHOOD WALK.

❤️ ORDER TAKEOUT OF THEIR CHOICE.

It doesn't need to be perfect to have an impact. Just making an effort is what matters most.

Check out our Friends and Family Guide at wscadv.org/friends to learn more.